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Exactly one year on from its European
premiere at last year's Control in

Sinsheim, Faro Europe is now pleased to
report that it has delivered its 200th
FARO Laser Tracker. Therefore, it has
more than confirmed the success story
for the FARO Laser Tracker that it had
promised at its launch. In the first year
since its unveiling, the Faro Laser Tracker
has become the undisputed no. 1 porta-
ble laser tracker in Europe.

The FARO Laser Tracker owes this suc-
cess not least of all to its unique perfor-
mance features, such as its high degree
of portability combined with its extre-
mely accurate measuring capability in
working and measuring ranges of 0 to
35 m. Thanks to its sturdy construction,
the Tracker is used for portable measu-
ring in virtually all sectors, such as the
automotive and aerospace industries, as
well as for measuring high-grade pro-
duction machinery. With its integrated
laser interferometer, the FARO Tracker
can also be used for calibrating all the
existing coordinate measurement ma-
chines.

The LASER TRACKER
Success Story

No. 200 Supplied Already

Control Station Replaces Gages

Measuring made easy. In those areas
where using portable measuring

equipment appeared to be out of the
question until just recently, FARO is now
offering a completely new measuring
system for quality assurance, the Control-
Station.

The Control Station represents another
quantum leap by FARO in the area of por-
table measur ing technology. The ergo-
nomically designed Control Station com-
bines tried and tested FARO technology

with new operator and user-friendly
menu guidance. All user entries can be
made via a strong, dirt-resistant touch
screen, which is suitable for shop floor
conditions; there's no need for a mouse
and keyboard any more.

The new Softcheck Tools make the
measuring process child's play; extensive,
costly operator training will become a
thing of the past. The component being
measured appears on the screen, just as it
appears to the user in real life. There are
green and red dots on the screen image
at the places where measurements are

As simple to operate as a gage, 
as high-powered as a coordinate measurement machine

being taken. These places are selected
beforehand. The user guides the probe
tip of the FARO arm to the place where
the dot appears. In order to record the
data at a green dot, the user simply has to
press the front button on the Faro Arm
(or the back button in the case of red
dots).  The measurement process is recor-
ded and saved. Once one point has been
successfully measured, the next image
appears automatically and specifies which
measuring task to perform next.

Extremely simple and highly user-
friendly quality assurance, and all at a tre-
mendously attractive price.

The measuring technology team at VW
depend on the Laser Tracker for their

work around the world. Volkswagen's in-
house measuring engineers are in
demand in all the locations where the VW
Group manufactures cars. Various jigs and
fixtures have to be calibrated before the
cars roll off the assembly line. This is the
only way of ensuring the high standards
of quality that customers have come to
expect of the VW group. The measuring
engineers have been working with mobi-
le measurement arms from FARO for
many years. These specialists have also
been using the FARO Laser Tracker for
about two years. Time and cost cons-
traints dictate that state-of-the-art measu-
ring technology be used. The Laser
Tracker supports high-precision measure-
ments within a measuring range of up to
70 m.

Time and cost constraints dictate that
state-of-the-art measuring technology be
used

The Laser Tracker is used for a variety of
tasks. Jigs, fixtures and all kinds of opera-
ting equipment are measured, although it
is also suitable for measuring sheet metal
parts. They are generally measured
"against" CAD data which the software
adapts directly. The measuring engineer
can tell straight away if the metal sheet is
"the right shape". Great importance is
attached to flexibility and mobility in

measuring technology at VW. The fewer
parts they have to carry, and the lighter
they are, all the better.

The Laser Tracker saves time

Compared to other measurement ma-
chines, such as camera measurement
systems, the Laser Tracker helps to save
time thanks to its high portability and to
the simplicity and speed with which it is
set up. What's more, the measuring hea-
d's high envelope minimizes the need to
reset the Laser Tracker.

Super ADM simplifies the alignment of
the laser beam

However, the Tracker has not been
immune to one particular risk up to now;
the measuring head loses contact with the
reflector when the laser beam is interrup-
ted. Up to now this has meant finding
ways to re-align the beam. The Super ADM
allows the user to align at the point where
the beam has been interrupted. This
makes measuring even easier and quicker.

There are no compromises when it
comes to accuracy

As far as accuracy is concerned, that is
where the Laser Tracker really comes up
trumps. This feature has been upgraded
considerably compared to the previous
model.

Very simple controls reduce the need
for training.

The Laser Tracker is extremely simple to
work with. While the technical know-how
to be applied during measuring is indis-
pensable, it will not take long for proper-
ly trained personnel to get used to the
system and use it reliably.

They start off with a week of intensive
training, followed by learning on-the-job,
with good communication with FARO in
practice.

Measuring Technology Needs Mobility
The measuring technology team at VW depend on the Laser Tracker for their work around the world

Building boats is both an art and a
science; the art of design and the

science of knowing which materials to
use. Getting the balance right between
the two is extremely important in the
construction of racing yachts for the
America's Cup.

The New York Yacht Club "Young
America" decided to have 2 identical
boats built, USA 53 and USA 58.

The hull was the most critical element
in the design of the boats. It had to be
strong, lightweight, but nonetheless
sturdy. With dimensions of 21.3 m to
3.6 m and 2.4 m, with specified toleran-
ces of ± 3 mm across the entire length
of the hull, the bodies of the boats pres-
ented the ship-builders with unheard-of
challenges. The problem involved che-
cking each phase of construction on-site
against the CAD criteria quickly, reliably
and, most importantly, cost-efficiently
and, where necessary, making correc-
tions. The answer was to use FARO's
LASER TRACKER. It allowed samples to
be measured over large distances and
areas to be digitized with pinpoint pre-
cision. This perfect solution was used to
digitize the surface of the hull and to
compare it with the CAD data. It allo-
wed even the slightest discrepancies
between the original surface and the
target surface to be discovered and to
be displayed on-screen. The result was
so good that there was ultimately no
need to smooth the surface of the hull
with filler.

Then disaster struck for "Young
America". USA 53 almost sank when it
was just off the coast of New Zealand
because part of the deck came loose,
tearing the boat's hull apart. They tur-
ned to FARO for help. A section measu-
ring about 2.5 m was removed from the
hull to be replaced by a new piece. The
task facing them now was to join all
three parts (bow, stern and mid-section)
with a perfect fit. Using the data collec-
ted during the first phase of construc-
tion, the bow and the stern were first of
all aligned so that the new mid-section
would fit between them. The bow and
stern were then fixed in place, and a
wooden device was attached to the out-
side of the hull. This enabled the new
mid-section to fit in without any difficul-
ty.

And what was the outcome? USA 53
only deviated from its original size and
shape by 0.5 mm and was back in the
water just three weeks after the acci-
dent.

The Tracker in Ship-Building
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